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MEMORANDUM 
02.06.2020 

 
PART 5 CYCLO-CROSS 
Rules amendments applying on 12.06.2020  
 

Chapter III UCI CYCLO-CROSS WORLD CUP 
 

  Ranking by nation 
5.3.013 bis A UCI cyclo-cross world cup ranking by nation is drawn up by totaling the points of the 

three first ranked riders of each nation for the following categories: women junior, men 
junior, women under 23, men under 23, women elite and men elite. In case of nations 
placed equal in the ranking, the place of its best rider in the individual ranking will break 
the tie. 

 
  (article introduced on 12.06.20) 

 
 Leader's outfit 

 5.3.023 A leader’s ceremony jersey will be awarded by the world cup licensee during the 
ceremony for each category. 

 
  The rider leading a world cup standing must wear a leader's outfit in every world cup 

event concerned, except in the opening event of the concerned category. 
 
  A leader’s outfit must also be worn by the best women U23 rider as defined per article 

5.1.001, in the women individual classification of the UCI cyclo-cross world cup. 
 
  In all events other than the first the leader shall be required to wear the leader's skinsuit 

in all the UCI cyclo-cross world cup events. 
 
  The leader's outfit may only be worn at events of the UCI cyclo-cross world cup, and in 

no other event. 
 
  The concerned rider is allowed to wear a leader’s outfit (short plus jersey or skinsuit) 

manufactured by his own partner or supplier during the world cup races. In that case the 
UCI world cup leader’s jersey visual guidelines must be respected. 

 
  For all categories (except the men junior and women junior categories) participating in 

races of the UCI cyclo-cross world cup, the leaders of the overall UCI cyclo-cross world 
cup ranking are allowed to add the advertising of their team on the leader’s equipment 
as per the article 1.3.055 bis, only if all of the following conditions are fulfilled: 
- if they are members of a UCI recognised team as defined in article 5.1.001; 
- for the men elite, women elite, women under 23 categories, excluding the men and 

women junior category; 
- for the men under 23 category, upon the authorization of the rider’s national 

federation. 
 
  (article modified on 1.09.98; 1.09.04; 1.09.05; 1.09.08; 7.06.16; 28.01.17; 26.06.18; 

12.06.20) 
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Chapter V UCI CYCLO-CROSS TEAMS 
   
 5.5.007 In its request to the UCI for registration, the UCI cyclo-cross team or the UCI cyclo-cross 

professional team must include a letter of approval from shall submit all the items of its 
bidding file first to the national federation of the country of which it has the nationality. 
Such a letter recognises The approval of all these items by the national federation will 
be considered by the UCI as the evidence of the team as being of that federation's 
nationality and of that federation’s support on the team’s registration with the UCI under 
the terms of these regulations. 

 
  (article modified on 12.06.20). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

PART 9 WORLD CHAMPIONSHIPS 
 

Chapter II PARTICIPATION IN WORLD CHAMPIONSHIPS 
 

 Cyclo-cross 
9.2.043  For all categories, the maximum number of riders per national team shall be determined 

by the ranking by nation of the UCI cyclo-cross world cup as calculated per article 5.3.013 
bis and published on the evening of the first sunday of the year:  

  Nations ranked from 1st to 3rd  10 riders, with 7 to start  
  Nations ranked from 4th to 6th 9 riders, with 6 to start 
  All other nations    8 riders, with 5 to start.  
   
  (article introduced on 1.09.04; modified on 25.09.08; 01.07.18; 12.06.20) 


